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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-3116-0137  3618-7808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
HK Special Administrative Region 
Chief Executive Carrie Lam 
Dear Madam:  

HongKong Special Administrative Region
Chief Executive's Office

Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 2509 0580 
ceo@ceo.gov.hk

I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID D 188015(3) or the files No. L/M (5) to (1258) in CE/GEN/1997 of Chief Executive's Office. 
Regarding the situation that I was attacked by forbidden chemical weapon nerve gas while I was in Shenzhen City of China, 

on account of my life and death blood test report not to know the direction at HK hospital, I under pressure to request for help by a 
letter on March 23, 2018.  However your private secretary had replied me through by a letter that this case was already passed to the 
Food and Hygiene department board, but I still have yet to receive any reply, so I once again fax a letter to you on April 4, 2018.  
Now to see the attachment 1., the blood test report was finish on March 21, 2018 am10:07, but why was the report detained for a 
total of 29days after passing to me?! 

As seen from the blood test report, I have ultra-high in 4 items above the normal standards and firstly the White Blood Cell 
is the main item to exceed standard after only can to in relation with other WBC  Differential Neutrohil, Monocyte and 
inflammatory reaction so lead the Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate is high inevitably!   But by the current pathology, the WBC 
is high without exception to shown by a high fever patient of bacterial infection that were inevitable, but I have normal body 
temperature normal to seen, my Neurosis comes from where?  

The only explanation is, I have been to encroach by Nerve Gas that basic undoubtedly already！ 
From the blood test report, the other section indices are below the midline, my health is as good as young people, and the 

last ALT (Hepatic Cell Injury Level) is extremely low so lead the blood test report was surprised to footnote:  “- Sulfasalazine 
and Sulfapyridine may cause artificially low ALT level”.    But that is wrongly because I have a earlier blood test report that 
indicates the same extreme low at: www.ycec .com/lzm/img/090322.pdf !  That shows, because the blood test reporter who did 
not understand in the process of promoting globally that one of my four major inventions just is “home health hygiene” by 
“Saturated brine” it’s good effect to witness at here!  Also thus it can be seen, though the blood test report it have or not to take 
out some helpful data which is now temporary still unknown, but I was under attack by chemical nerve gas forbidden by the world 
at Sha Tau Kok of Shenzhen undoubtedly!   

Otherwise, Food and Hygiene board must have another explanation to Chief Executive's Office, rather than to let alone the 
United Christian Hospital withholds my attachment 1. of the blood test report until after 29days only can give me to show 
their basic humanity also empty-handed!  For this reason, I have the duty at here to clear confess the strange means of chemical 
nerve gas at Shenzhen city It's not out of thin air:   

Firstly, see the photograph taken on June 4, 2018 at the right, I lived at the C-207, 1 Block 20 Area, En Shang Road, 
ShanTouJao, Shen Zhen City of China; at below left picture was magnify from right picture the block plan of red dot dotted line that 
5 Floor Unit:  Before the 4-5months of last year, by the exterior windows of 5 floor C-507 Unit suddenly to stretched out a∮2.5 cm 
hose by the painstakingly set after straight drop the water to aim at my a bedroom windows outer awning-cover to drop-water 
become down spray and not to stop of 24hours as the red dot dotted line at the right picture, a security guards Mr. Li told me the 
drop-water come from a sleep-room of C-507Unit with a Split air conditioners, but then the weather is not hot still need not to turn 
on the air conditioners and the In-room split already have a small hoses and two copper pipes of cryogen with out, also difficult to 
have so many water drops?  Unusual?!   

Why above 5 floors Unit suddenly to stretch out first drop-water tube around May 2017 that is by painstakingly a setting?  
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On account of the Split air conditioners in room the Split has a small hose and two copper pipes of cryogen with out 
early without anybody not to know, and why must to set-up a special hard tube to water, so this obviously painstakingly a setting! 

Also because by the drop-water it can let you Lin Zhen Man to lose the alertness, as if then the weather is not hot to open 
the window to sleep after, those murder Monster will convenient at 3-5 floors Unit or gallery same the place secretly to dripping 
liquid of nerve gas and by the wind to drift in my bedroom, so I would not it be difficulties to close shave too?!  Therefore, I 
immediately asked a security personnel Mr. lee to requests the above 5 floors Unit owners to stop painstakingly the drop-water of 
24hours, it effective just as expected, but then I henceforth still to closed the window to prevent accidents!  

It because I was very fortunate not to death in the blood test report that nerve gas of Chemical Weapon!   However, above 
the picture that other a new drop-water pipe as before the painstakingly setting on May of 2018, I also in person up to the 5 floors 
Unit to be outspoken the owners must to remove those unnecessary aqueduct not employ become for a murder tool those at a later 
date said again! Now, return to the blood test report of chemical weapons that murder means of another a detail below:  

It was on December 27, 2017 night when suddenly my 
bathroom of C-207 Unit have some of rancid odor oncoming, 
I immediately look for our Area 20 building the on duty 
electrician Mdm Gan up to my bathroom smell it, the stink 
from the washbasin with a ground sewer exit of bathroom 
come on below bathroom of C-107 Unit already undoubtedly! 

As a result, our Area 20 building was relatively fall 
behind to build up begin on 1992 year, and only to avoid a 
balcony to scant cost, all three sewer of bathrooms even direct 
to below Unit that bathrooms on top of, but the three sewer 
still have an elbow for retain water to interval the stink by 
sewage pipe, such as if will be to rising the gas it must 
drilling on top of elbow only can insert a small copper tubes 
from a gas storage canisters as shown on the right picture! 

2017.12.31 to photo at bathroom of  lower  Unit 

Therefore too, I immediately use some damp cloth to cover those entrances of sewer in my bathroom and the stink is cannot 
be smelled, so I at once requests Mdm Gan must inform the electrician Mr. Gan on the next day morning with me into below Unit 
C-107 the bathroom check those smell from where?  

But in the December 28 of next day, the electrician Mr. Gan was still no trace, I was forced to 
phone call, but Mr. Gan claimed not at Shan Tou Jao and inconvenient early return after, by many 
times to urge, the right picture of electrician Mr. Gan at last come on my C-207 bathroom on 
afternoon of December 28, 2017.  Because lower C-107 the was new tenant just more than a year 
unfamiliar with me, so must to accompany by building electrician only can into the bathroom of 
lower Unit, but at that time nobody in the lower Unit that can only to give up! 

Finally, I cannot choose to knock at the door into below Unit C-107 the bathroom and take a 
photo as shown in the above picture, but the time has passed or demolished can only temporary be 
put aside!  

However, by above stink gas to attack for me case still did not end, then to set an example by chemical nerve gas to attack 
former Russian agent in Britain that case after less than two weeks, above relation the blood test reports have not any stink that 
murder means of chemical nerve gas attack for me and again to immediately expand:    

First on March 15, 2018 this day, in my bathroom water closet of C-207 Unit from below Unit sewer that emit continue a some 
time, after about on the March 16, 2018 pm2:00, then my a lady friend go out after, then I into my bathroom a time 

unexpectedly to hear lower C-107 Unit several children laughing sound 
also to feel surprising?  But then the next two days, my belly under 
between left leg that a ganglion began swelling and to touch down 
the left testicle swelling and inflamed subsided difficulties, difficulties I 
was to eating few anti-inflammatory drugs it also to no avail, therefore, I 
at once anxious Return to Hong Kong on March 20, 2018 morning and 
eat a few German anti-inflammatory that recommendation by a 
dispensary, but it has no effect! 

So I began to suspect on above the March 16, 2018 pm2:00 to 
come from lower C-107 bathroom there inevitable have a void, 
the odorless nerve agents come behind undoubtedly!  Therefore, I at 
once emergency room of United Christian Hospital of Kwun Tong on 
March 21, 2018 am7: 00 before and to speak bluntly for the Doctor I 
may be incur chemical nerve gas to attack at the Shenzhen City so must 
to have a blood test reports!  

And then I was return ShanTouJao of Shen Zhen City on March 
28, 2018 after, to clear attack of nerve agents by who becomes top  

priority!  To see the right picture, I at once to undo the initial decorated on 1997year by plank to cover the top of the bathroom 
water pipes and sewage pipes that are available so far, the 1997year already rust rotten cut off not again used the water pipe clear at 
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here, so I on March 16, 2018 noon after I had to hear lower C-107 Unit several children laughing sound and after the chemical nerve 
gas from this passageway that already be no doubt!     

From the above can see, no matter is the last year from 5 floors Unit suddenly to stretch out the aqueduct, or under my C-207 
bathroom three sewers again on over of store water bend to drilling, or by below Unit used a duct from my water closet to bubble to  

send gas (can be to absorb by water no effect) etc. murder trickery means not 
one feasible after, this group of murder experts can be really to exhaust all 
mental efforts: 

Then, as shown in the previous figure, the C-107 near-ground rust 
fracture has not yet been sealed with cement. It is also easy to drill and pass 
even though it has been sealed!  As at the right picture:  it is because in my 
this bathroom on last year already to abandoned gas tank and change an electric 
for hot-water boiler, so undo 1997year by the simple decoration to wrap up 
those ugly sewage pipe that still to renew install now!  Then, as shown in 
above the figure that can to see to through lower C-107 Unit the 
near-ground feed pipe that rust fracture still not to seal up by cement, though 
I already to seal up the poison murderer still also can easily to drill through! 

As a result, above the building electrician Mr. Gan had seen my C-207 bathroom on March 30, 2018 and he already clear at 
1997year after already not again used of rust fracture feed pipe still can to use for gassing!  Therefore, the building electrician Mr. 
Gan is the number one suspicion murderer or a person in the know!   

As a result, above electrician Mr. Gan join the murder group or 
ignorance for to make use of?  Only Shenzhen Police can clarify 
when they properly investigate! 

It on account of, if has not by the position convenient to “instruct” or 
“personally to start work” and easy come in and go out from electrician 
Mr. Gan, anyone want to intervene gassing for me it will be even more 
difficult: 

And from visible right picture, because the owners withdrew 
lower C-107 Unit after again to new decoration about one year before only, 
not use the feed pipe already to cut flat and block on cement and white 
paint refreshed, besides, any common person who is very difficult to 
discover with to know the feed pipe already not again use after 1997 year 
the seat and to drill the cement only can let me to hear lower C-107 Unit  

several children laughing sound and then immediately pass on the odorless poison gas of chemical weapons after again immediately 
with white cement to brush flat as at right picture is irrefutable evidence! 

Because of the above-mentioned murder techniques it was unimaginable, so the Chief Executive's Office has the 
responsibility to refer this letter to the Shenzhen Government for an investigation!   

On the side, before your private secretary also told me this case already pass on to the Secretary of Food and Health, unless to 
face my blood test report them have not alike standard of chemical nerve gas of world forbid to inform you and let me to aware at 
same the time after only can to lay down the heart stone, because I may be to murder at anytime, and lest then my worry at day and 
night maybe out of control to call for help!   

Due to the large picture of this letter, the fax may not be perfect, so at www.ycec.com/HK/180616.pdf that already can 
download for read, but from TV can to see, you just visit multinational at European and will long be 13days, and in the past those 
murder case for me at www.ycec.com/Jzm/murder-hk.htm that cause and effect even can read undoubtedly! 

But today this murder matter has been extraordinary, as former Russian agent in the UK by chemical weapons assaults, even 
though it may be at secretly to do the mischief aims for guide this murder case suspicion, but the British premier also must at TV to 
censure Putin President and to obtain multinational support common to drive Russian diplomatic personnel…, this just is to shown 
today’s humanity still to keep in international society!   

Also therefore, even though Your Excellency suddenly state visit Europe, but I still wish your personal secretary maybe by a 
phone call express the details to read this letter only can order the Secretary of Health Secretary as quickly as possible!  Although 
the Sophia CHAN Secretary who know perfectly well but still not open for public my invention of “washing-lung” with “refrigerate” 
treatment can to save life, and in the lately still non-stop to lure students at schools injection influenza vaccine of false harmful with 
no scientific basis that also must cannot drag without decision again!  

Hereby！ 

June 16, 2018                                                                  D188015(3)  

To Chief Executive's Office:                                                       Lin Zhen Man  
Files No. L/M (5)to(1258)in CE/GEN/1997  
Tel：2878 3300 Fax: 2509 0580   
C.C. Secretary of Food and Hygiene department (HWF/H/L/M/130 04) 
Tel:  29738119  Fax:25210132 
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